
Daniel Sutherland Mackie 
1886 – 1961 

Daniel Sutherland Mackie was the youngest of the four Mackie brothers.  All 
four brothers having learnt their golf in Earlsferry went across to America and 
each made a separate and significant impression to the growth of the game 
in USA.  He was born in Earlsferry in September 1886. The Mackies were at 
that time living in Waldeve on the shore. 

We are not entirely sure of his early days in Earlsferry, but it is highly likely that in addition of 
becoming proficient at golf on the golfing tract was also apprentice to either Forrester or Scott.  
However, he initially trained as a mason and that was his profession in his first sojourn to the United 
States in 1907.  It is likely that he was encouraged by his elder brother Jack (q.v.) who had gone to 
USA in 1900.  Dan seems to have joined Jack at Dunwoodie prior to 1914.  In 1914 he married Adelle 
Galatius whose father was originally Danish in New York with whom he had a daughter also Adelle.   

He is designed in the marriage certificate 
as “golf expert” but no work address. He 
appears as the professional at but later he 
joined Century country club of White 
Plains.  He was there for some time:   

In 1938, Ben Hogan joined Century as 
assistant to Dan Mackie. His “letter of 
recommendation”, written by a Century 
member, stated that “he made a nice 
appearance.” When Mackie left for 
neighboring Old Oaks Country Club in 
1940, Hogan became the Head Pro and 
remained at Century for two years.” 
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By 1940 they were living at 
Lynton Avenue White Plains 
(left) and Dan was with Old 
Oaks Country Club (right). 

 

He was a proficient golfer as evidenced by this 
(right) and as usual often sought after for his 
opinions (below).  

 



He seemed to have a poetic sideline 
(left).  

In addition, he became involved in the 
affairs of the PGA and was chairman of 
Westchester branch.  

He died in 1961 survived by his wife - 
she died in 1977 - and daughter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


